
AtlasNEST 



Unlike the other systems on the market, AtlasNEST is not designed to showcase great capabilities of 
the drone and autonomous systems. It is not a system that requires building infrastructure around it. 
AtlasNEST is created to serve the user from the very first minute. It is a benchmark of our company 
policy, it’s easy to use. New products and systems should not cost more than the profit they bring. 

Instead, they should make business more profitable.
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FEATURES

AtlasNEST is designed with an idea to bring high efficiency to whatever task it performs. It makes sure one’s 
business becomes more efficient and profitable. It is created to facilitate automate and accelerate daily process-
es, completing security checks and territory or infrastructure monitoring tasks.



No human factor, fully 
autonomous system

Easy to install anywhere. No 
additional wires except of 

one socket

Ready to use straight 
after unpacking without 

additional tools

Easy portable, can be 
carried by only 2 people

SIMPLICITY

Difficult technology made
simple and affordable!



PRICE

AtlasNEST is the first autonomous docking station which combines the highest quality technology and the most 
consumer-friendly price. It is not only ten times cheaper than using a helicopter for ground mapping, but wins the 
competition in cost even against a human guard, which has always been the cheapest labour force.

* The leasing agreement on the basic kit and payloads can be concluded for 36 months within the EU framework. The price can change depending on the area of delivery, taxes, maintenance and clients’ requirements.

Operation

4200 €/m* ~14 000 €/m ~264 000 €/m



COMPARISON

Fully autonomous system
Takes up to 3min to deploy

Easily portable
4200 €/month

Maintenance 3 times a year
Easily integrable

In need of an operator
Takes up to an hour to deploy
Requires a lot of space
200 000 €/month
Monthly maintenance
Not integrable



AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM

ATLAS products have evolved to become essential for the UAV industry, as they bring operator’s comfort to a 
whole new level. A system is not autonomous if you have to manually swap batteries, deal with taking off and 
landing of the drone using manual controls. This is where AtlasNEST comes into place. AtlasNEST requires only 
one socket, no more wires are needed to install it. From the moment you plug it, it will serve you. It is as simple 
as domestic device, takes minimal installation time. Though there is complex technology hidden under the looks, 
which allows  it to fix breakdowns and identify issues itself.
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USECASES

One Box, One System!

AtlasNEST system is designed not only for enterprise, but for all sectors. The docking station provides fully 
autonomous 24/7 readiness for applications such as inspection, emergency, security and agriculture. 

95% 90% 75%
Less dangerous Time saving Cost saving



USECASES Inspection
Infrastructure inspection is a costly and very dangerous activity. It can be avoided to put workers in dangerous 
situations by sending a drone to collect visual data and uncover potential problems. ATLAS products can fulfil 

given tasks due to  built-in AI features and easy to use AtlasApp user interface.

Data provision to make the most efficient 
decisions

Data provision to make the most efficient 
decisions

Smart Thermal inspections with VISOR 
NX and VISOR FF  thermal cameras

Smart Thermal inspections with VISOR 
NX and VISOR FF  thermal cameras

Harm reduction by sending AtlasPRO 
instead of a person to enter hazardous 

situations

Harm reduction by sending AtlasPRO 
instead of a person to enter hazardous 

situations



USECASES Emergency
A drone as a first responder livestreams from the site of the incident and reduces the risk of wrong decision 
making. Improving situational awareness by detecting lost people or a source of fire ATLAS products help 

Search & Rescue teams and fire fighters gather needed data and plan the mission with maximum efficiency, 
while minimising danger to life. 

Data provision from the scene in a 
livestream format to help with a better 

emergency management

Ability to access and provide 
assistance in the most dangerous

 and inaccessible area

Aid for emergency services helping figure 
out how to plan the rescue efforts

Real time data provision of the 
aftermath of disaster

Instant response and quick deployment 
to the scene assisting S&R teams

Safest path’s identification when rescuing 
people by boat



USECASES Security
ATLAS products provide periodic updates to workers about the perimeter situation, which can help them 

determine future course of action. Assisting the reinforcing security units 24/7, our drones are able to recog-
nise moving and stable objects from long distances in any time of the day or night. Moreover, ATLAS system 

can seamlessly be integrated in the existing security system working alongside with monitoring and recording 
cameras to help prevent unexpected intrusions and hazards.

Constant visibility of the processes that 
take place on the monitored territory

Hourly prescheduled patrol around 
the territory and immediate situational 

 awareness provision

Territory monitoring at a lower 
cost using no human factor technologies

Immediate alert delivery about intruders 
on the territory

Intruder recognition and pursuit

Convenient observation spot to prevent 
chaotic and crowded situations



USECASES Agriculture
ATLAS products provide farmers with the economical way to deal with agricultural management being the 
alternative to human resources, heavy machines and other tools. They are also ready to get deployed 24/7 
and be installed on any farm in order to gain better productivity and increase revenues from agriculture. It is 

beneficial to own ATLAS system as it not only provides the land owner with a bird’s eye view of the field but it 
also provides one with more detailed information on the state of crop.

Hourly livestream of the field condition 
straight to the office

Conforming to environmental laws
 and standards through consistent 

crop monitoring

Farm monitoring to protect assets in the 
event of an abnormality behaviour of the 

livestock

Field’s temperature and weather 
condition monitoring to prevent drought 
and eliminate the risk of wildlife damage

Large amount of  grain stock 
piles measuring

Accurate mapping of the field as often as 
needed to control plants’ growth rate



INTEGRATION

Easy integration with Atlas SDK

Integrate AtlasNEST into existing security system with Atlas SDK. 
Enhance security operations and gain better situational awareness.



SPECIFICATION

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff Automated, typ. response 90 sec, Hot mode <45sec, Cold mode <120sec

Landing Automated

Drone Interaction Battery replacement & Launch typ. 120 sec

Launch type Vertical Takeoff and Landing

Battery Charge Time 90% in 1 Hr.

Battery count 4X Max charging inside

ENVIRONMENTAL

Temp. range -40˚C to +60˚C [-40˚F to 140F (Thermal Management System required for extreme cases)

IP Rating IP53 designed

Internal Systems Humidity/Temperature monitoring & regulation

COMMUNICATIONS & DATA

AtlasPRO C2 Methods ATR200FD2 [100 Channels]

AtlasPRO C2 Range up to 8KM [5 mi] with 2.2-2.7 GHz

AtlasNEST C2 Methods Local WIFI // Ethernet 100MBIT [min] // LTE Module

MESHING CAPABILITIES

Systems Equipped ATR200FD2

Mesh Options available



DATA SECURITY

Transmitted 256BIT AES Encryption of all transmitted data [ATR200FD2]

Onboard 256BIT AES Encryption, custom encryption key for images/video

DIMENSIONS

Weight <75KG [200lbs], Two-Man Carry

System Dimensions 160x96x42cm [63x38x17in]

Deployed Dimensions 250x110x50cm [98x43x20in]

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Power Source 220V / 50Hz

Setup Pad Dimensions 200x50cm [79x20in]

Internet Connection Required for remote access options, 100Mbit connection min.

Maintenance Schedule 10K Cycles // 3 month maintenance check

Additional Configurations Standalone Options Auxiliary Power Supply

SPECIFICATION


